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The raw sugar market has been at an almost complete stand
still since our last report, its monotony of dullness being only
broken by a sale of 450 tons Porto Rico Centrifugals and Mo

. lasses sugars arrived, the fanner being taken at 3.92C. and the
latter at 3.06c. The Centrifugals show no advance, but the Mo
lasses sugars are .03c. above last sale of same grade.

While this market has been idle, that of Europe has steadily ad
vanced on active buying, as a result of continued unfavorable
weather and the fear that even should fine weather now set tn,
it will come too late to retrieve the ground already lost through
an unusually backward season. The last two crops were excep
tionally good, and even a normal crop in 1907-8 would have
shown poorer results on the acreage planted, but the recent
weather conditions point to a yield below normal, and the esti
mates based on the actual working of the factories, after crop
operations begin, are awaited with great interest.

Although our refiners have shown no evidence of being in the
slightest degree affectecf by what is g-oing on in European mar
kets, the case is otherwise as regards sellers of cane sugars, who
have felt that the course of events in international markets, which
in Beets alone control 55 per cent. of the sugar consumed in
statistical countries, justified an advance here, and fully warranted
their asking I/I6c. more than they were asking a week ago.
Even this moderate demand has not been acceded to and refiners
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are turning down offers of Cubas at 2.62C. c. f., basis 95 0, although
on the basis of the landed cost here of Deets, the vahle of Cubas
is 2.8rc. c. f. for 96°.

It may be argued that United States refiners need' pay no at-
tention to European markets, in a year when they have no occa
sion to draw upon Europe for Deets, seeing that the quantity
drawn by the Atlantic ports from Europe last year (148,000 tons)
will be made up by receipts at those ports of 300,000 tons Cane
from Java as against 162,000 tons last year.

Whether this expectation of receipts from Java will be ful
filled remains to be seen, for the situation in Evrope has already
caused fully 25,000 tons J avas originally destined for the Atlantic
ports to be diverted to United' Kingdom, and New Orleans has
taken 12,500 tons. The latter is unlikely to take more, but unless
this market responds more freely to prices ruling in Europe, more
J avas will undoubtedly goo there.

Willett & Gray's \iVeeldy Statistical of September 5, says:
Ra'Ws.-It is significant of the general situation for sugar to

say that beet sugar was quoted last week at 9s 1lAd and is quoted
now at lOS 3d per cwt., 88° analysis, equal to 4. 16c. per lb. for
96° test Contrifugals.

Owing to the absence of disposition of refiners here to make
offers the quotation for Centrifugals remains the same as asked
last week, say 29-16c. c. & f. for 95° test Cubas, equal to 3·95c.
per lb. duty paid 96° test.

The difference of 24C. per lb. in parity marks the difference of
sentiment in the two markets.

In Europe the tone and tendency is towards a constant, steady
advance. Here the disposition is to follow Europe as slowly and
conservatively as practicable.

This rneans a forced paying of higher prices for raw sugars in
the future, and a corresponding increase in the value of refined.
The latter has been neglected too long by many buyers amI' its
consequent dullness keeps our raw market so far below Europe.

Decreased meltings keep stocks at a maximum under continued
liberal receipts, so that, as already said, there is no disposition of
buyers to purchase other than for anticipated requirements.

Java sugars have moved away from last week's quotation on
sale of cargo to Europe at equal to lOS, 7y~d. c, i. f.; and are now
offered at lOS. 9d. c. i. f. 96° test here without buyers, equal to
4.o3c. per lb. duty paid.

The news cabled here during the week was unfavorable for
growing crops of beets and cane which effected' abroad an active
speculative demand for contracts at advancing quotations.

It is a long time since the sugar market as a whole has taken
on so firm an appearance of stability as now appears.

Receipts for the week were 35,619 tons, melting 36,000 tons;
total stock 283,917 tons, against 25°,434 tons stock last year.

Quotations for beet futures are lOS. 4(1. for January-:March,
lOS 6,%d. for May.
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A uSTRALL\.-'rhc sugar consumption in the Commonwealth is
put down at J87,I..j.3 tons, of which Queensland took 27,II5
tons. New South \VaIcs was the biggest consumer, 52,589
tons. The average per capita consumption for a series of

By no means is the Pacil1c Coast a unit in its desire to e:(
elude Japanese labor. The leading fruit growers of Californ:a,
through their organization, "The International Equality
League of California," han petitioned President Roosevelt
demanding the admission of Asiatic labor and enterprise to
the Golden Gate State "nllder 'no other restrictions than are
imposed upon the admissiun of European labor and enterprise
10 our Atlantic seaboard." The petition demands the admis
sion to the State of Japanese free labor in order "to save Caii
fornia from the decadence of her industries with reference to
the soil."

NOTES.
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How CUJ.L\N RECIl'RocfT¥ WORKs;-The round-up of trade
with Cuba for the fiscal year ending June 30, 19°7, does not
show well for the wisdom which opened the door to a market
of 85,000,000 consumers, the most liberal on earth, in return
for some few extra privileges in a market of less than 2,000,000
of relatively small consumers.

Even as a proposition in philanthropy our reciprocity ex
periment with Cuba has not been a shining success. Briefly
stated, our generosity in allowing the Cubans a rebate of
Tariff payments on their exports of sugar, tobacco and a few
other things represents a money loss to this country of rather
more than $66,000,000 a year.

In 1907 we bought of Cuba products worth $97.441,690, and
we sold to Cuba our products of the value of $48,33°,913.

The difference between our sales to and our purchases from
Cuba was $49,1 I 1,777. Close upon $50,000,000 went out of
our money supply and "vas used by Cuba in purchasing from
foreign countries commodities which for the most part Cuba
could, had she fcit so inclined, have bought in the United
States.

Then, too, on that nearly $98,000,000 of imports we granted
a Tariff rebate of 20 per cent· In this way something like
$15,000,000 or $20,000,000 was kept from going into the United
States treasury.

Add to the adverse trade balance of nearly $50,000,000 th~

amount lost in treasury revenue and you have a pretty big
total representing the cost of our philanthropical "reciprocity"
with Cuba. Somebody is making big money out of the deal, but
it is not the United States.



FERTILIZER EXPERIMENTS.

years was 102 2-5 pounds. The largest relative consumer is
Queensland with 114 pounds per head of population, followed
by New South Viales with 105 pounds and West'::rt1 Australia
103 pounds. The imports. were 26,099 tons and the exports.
11,158 tons. (From the Queenslander.)
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AUSTRALIA.-Sugar Statistics. The Customs Department at
Melbourne made available details of sugar exportation in
Queensland for 1906. In No. I district there were 384 white
growers and 139 black, in other districts the number were CiS

follows: No.2, 1352 and 231 respectively; NO.3, 1239 and 65
respectively; NO.4, 837 and 118 respectively. In No. I, the
extreme northern district, black proJuction still exceeded the
,vhite population. A total of 30,076 persons were engaged in
the industry, namely, white, 23,753, and colored, 6323. This
is exclusive of 4294 white persons and 785 colored persons em
ployed in factories. (From the Queenslander, June 29, 190 7.)

A recent circular of the ElXperiment Station of the Hawaiian
Sugar Planters' Association by C. F. Eckart, Director of the
Division of Agriculture and Chemistry, gives the results vf
fertilizer tests conducted at substations established on various
plantations throughout the group. In 1905 plans were iI1
augurated for a system of substations for the purpose of con
ducting agricultural tests with respect to fertilization, cultiva
tion, etc., and also to determine the comparative value of ';11
troduced standard canes, and Hawaiian grown seedlings in
different localities.

There is probably no cane-growing country where the neces
sity for substations for experimental purposes is so great as in
Hawaii. These Islands present variations of soil) elevation,
rainfall and temperature, within the cultivable belt, to' a
greater extent than obtains in Louisiana or Cuba. The<;e
widely varying conditions render it impossible to apply the
results determined by the experiments of a single station to
any considerable number of plantations.
. "During the planting season of 1905 fertilizer experiments

were started by the Division of Agriculture and Chemistry on
four plantations. These tests were started with the object of
ascertaining the fertilizer requirements of cane grown on dif
ferent soils and under c1iffeJ:ent climatic conditions and of re
viewing the data, so obtained. in connection with the com
position of the soils as shown by their chemical analysis. It
was considered important, owing to the large number of fer
tilizer recommendations which are continually made by this



Experiment Station and which are based largely upon average
weather conditions and analytical results from soil samples, to
gauge the reliability of this system in a rigidly practical
manner.

"During the past four or five years the question of fertiliza
tion has probahly received closer and more detailed considen
tion at the hands of agricultural physicists and chemists in
various parts of the world than has characterized the r~

searches along this line from the time of Liebig. N ew theori~s
with respect to the principles of plant nutrition and the action
of fertilizers have been adva nced and polemic discussions
have evolved a stimulus for increased activity in this important
field of investigation which can only have a most salutary
(-'ffect. While the time is probably remote and may possibly
never be realized when the practice of fertilization will become
an exact science in the sense that chemistry and physics are
exact sciences, it will doubtless in the course of a few years
rest upon a securer foundation from the standpoint of ecoll
omy than it does today.

"In Hawaii it has been amplv demonstrated that fertilizers
not only pay but pay well whe'n they are judiciously applierl
and there is little doubt that the quantity and nature of the
materials used often control in large measure the crop returns.
The fact that the planter may during favorable seasons in
fluence the growth of his cane little or much according to thp.
judgment exercised by him in this particular, should make the
subject of fertilization a rich field for careful investigation
on every plantation. As much thought should be given the
feeding of the cane and the maintenance of soil fertility as is
spent in the adjustment of the mill and in the control of the
boiling house. For each extra per cent. of sugar won from th~
cane, twenty per cent. or more may be won from the soil if
we can but understand thoroughly the more important prin
ciples which underlie the behavior of fertilizers. As a field f0r
profitable research along this line there are few countries if
any which offer greater advantages than Hawaii, owing to
the radical gains which generally follow fertilization practices.
On Hawaiian sugar estates the chief restraining influence em
maximum crop production rests with the soil, while in most
other sugar growing communit ies the causes are largely
climatic."

In the circular are given the results obtained from the first
plant crops harvested from fertilized and unfertilized plats on
four experiment fields and the publication of the data at this
time is for the sale purpose of sho·wing the progress of the
experiments. For reasons which have been clearly set forth
in other publications of the Division of Agriculture and Chem
istry, no definite conclusions can be reached from an one
crop test, and the tabulated figures, representing yields of cane
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and sugar, ~hich are presented in the circular will become uf
value only when they are considered along with those obtained
from future harvestings and are not now of general interest.
Discrepancies, due to nonuniformity of soil. planting material,
and fungus and insect attacks, must be reduced to their pos
sible minimum through the striking of averages and the ex
periments mu'st thereforc extend over a considerable period.

SUGAR INDUSTRY IN CHINA.

It \vottId secm that while cnterprising Chinesc ha"e suc
ceeded in foreign countries in the sugar industry by utilizing
modern machinery and methods, there does not seem to be
any disposition on their part to introduce the same methods
at home and develop the sugar industry in China where lahar
is available at a much lower price. \Vhether this disposition
is warranted by the prejudices of the great mass of the Chine3c
people or the enterprising" Chinaman finds it more ad"an
tageous to invest his capital and expend his energy abroa<l,
the fact still remains that the Chinese sugar industrv mu:~t

continue to lag and foreign sugar monopolize the Chinese
market unless something- is done. Commentin~-on this rather
remarkable phase of Chinese industrial life the Swatow co'-
respondent of the North China Daily News says:

"It is a pity that the Chinese will not endeavor to put the
sugar industry on a proper basis. Their old obsolete methods.
are no good in these days of stern competition. Here we have
labor plentiful and cheap, but for once that is not all; the
cultivation and manufacture on a paying basis of sugar today
not only requi"res cheap labor but also machinery, and that is
where the Chinese fail to compete successfully with foreign
sugars. Look at the enormous loss of juice every year owing
to the obsolete methods 9f crushing the cane; why in an up
to-date mill the cane comes from the rollers as dryas a bone,
but crushed here in the old-fashioned mills at lea"st a fjuarh'r
of the iuice is lost. \Vhat is wanted is small steam mills
placed in the various districts and for the farmer to sell his
cane to the millowners at a fixed price.

"This is the system that has made the cane-growers in New
South \i\Tal es and Oueensland wealthy. and that without cheap
labor. There is n"';; district in the \~or1d that is more suited
for cane-growing than this. with its magnificent rivers and its
wonderful irrigation channels and its heautiful soil. and there
is no better paying" crop. Anvhow the officials arc moving
in the matter and let us hope something will lw done and that
soon, and if they'll take a tip from me they will get one of the
Chinese who has made a fortune at the gam~ of owning a

,.
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• NOTl£, Bnlletin Exp('riment Station Hawai!all Sngar Planters' A~sociatloll,

By Noel Deerr.
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The object of this bulletin is to collect into an accessible
form the data requisite for a systematic scheme of sugar
boiling and to establish some simple a1gebraica1 formulae con
necting purity of massecuite and concentration to which :t
should be boilc:d to obtain the best results. Incidentally th,~
bearing of these results on the process known as "Crystal
lization in "Motion" and an apparatus known as the "Bra;:;
1l10scope" are discussed.

At the risk of repeating what is fully known to every OI1~

connected with the sugar industry, some fundamental defini
tions are explained .

.:1 TfJIiORY OF TI-IE EXTRACTION OF SUGAR
FROM MASSECUITES.*

small crushing steam mill in Australia or elsewhere (and there
are a few hundreds of them) to give them a few wrinkles as
to how the business is managed, and instead of the farmeri5
iosing thousands of dollars as in the past they will be making
them."

This would seem to indicate that even China with its chelp
labor finds that the sugar industry does not pay when only the
crudest methods are employed in its manufacture. The same
might be said of all sugar countries in the far east with the
exception of the Philippines where labor costs about five times
that paid in Java, China or Japan. vVhi1e China with modern
machinery might compete with Java on account of her cheap
labor, the Philippines would find it impossible to find a market
even should large modern mills be established in the islands
on account of the high prices paid for labor.

This leaves China in a position to lead in the sugar industry
should the proposed program of the Chinese officials be carried
out. The enormous home consumption of China now supplied
largely by Java offers <111 the encouragement necessary for the
investmcnt of the capital required to put the industry in China
un a paying basis. Chinesc labor is the cheapest and best in
the world. All things being equal. so far as modern equip
111ent and methods are concerned. the Chinese would have the
~idvantage over anv section of the far east in the matter of re
liable 1abor at miliimum cost. the most important element in
developing a well established sugar industry in this age ::f
keen competition.
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Solubility. The solubility of a solid in a liquid is a definite
constant at any particular temperature, and is independent d
any mechanical treatment (stirring or crystallization in mo
tion) that the solution receives. In the appendix is given a
table of the solubility of sugar in water at different tempera
tures.

The solubility of sugar in water is affected by the simu1
taneous presence of other bodies. In general, the combinc-d
effect of the bodies present in cane products is to decrease the
solubility of sugar and in what may be termed Geerlig's
Theory of molasses a definite relation between the relative
amounts of organic potassium salts (as indicated by the
alkalinity of the soluble ash) and glucose, and the solubilitv
of sugar in exhausted molasses is established ,for Java
molasses; this relation was not found by Mr. S. S. Peck tJ
hold in the case of Hawaiian molasses.

It is certain, however, that certain bodies, of which organic
potassium salts are examples are melassigenic, i. e.. they in
crease the solebilitv of sugar in water. There is also reason
to believe that in asense c the solubility of sugar in very im.
pure solution is affected by the viscosity, i. e" if water be con
tinually removeCl from impure sugar solutions the massecuite
eventually becomes so viscous that the sugar molecules have
not sufficient freedom of movement to deposit on crystals
already formed and (so to speak) remain in solution; actuaI1y
the sugar is probably present in the solid state but in the form
of microscopic or ultra-microscopic crystals.

A saturated solutioll is one where the dissolving medium
(water for example) Ca!l dissolve no more of the solid, and conse
quently if the dissolving medium (water) be, removed by eva
poration, crystals of the dissolved' body (sugar) separate.

A Supersaturated SolulioH is one where (temporarily) more
solid is held in solution than is the case in the final position of
equilibrium between solvent and dissolved solid. Such a posi
tion can be obtained by the gradual removal of water from
a solution of sugar in water; in the change of a material from
the dissolved to the solid state a certain resistance has to 1'e
overcome, and the change is not instantaneous; from a solu
tion at or n'ear the point of saturation water can be removed
faster than the dissolved solid can change its state of aggreg:],~
tion and a state known as supersaturation results. Such a
process actually happens in the pan; at graining a supersatu
ratecr solution is formed in which suddenly a crop of minute
crystals appear. With pure solutions which are not very
viscous the supersaturation is very low but as the boili~Jg
progresses and more and more sugar is removed from soluthn
a more viscous mother liquor results j the resistanc~ towanls

I
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Bailiwg pail/t. All liquids are constantly giving off vapor
from their surface and when the pressure of the vapor equals
that of the surrounding atmosphere the liquid boils: as the
pressure of the surrounding atmosphere increases so does the
boiling point of the liquid, and conversely with a fall of pres
sure there is a corresponding fall in the boiling' point; whell
water or other liquid boils under a pressure less than that
normallv due to the atmosphere it is said to boil under reduced
pressure or less correctly "in vacuo." It is c'ustomary to ex
press the pressure under which sugar solutions are boiled in
"inches of vacuum." The normal pressure of the atmosphere
will support a column of mercury 29.92 inches high; an abso
lute vacuum would then be expressed as 29.92 inches, and a
vacuum of 25 inches will mean that the excess pressure of the
atmosphere over the pressure in the vessel, in which there is
a vacuum of 25 inches, is 2q·92-25 = 4.92 inches. This method
of expressing pressure less than one atmosphere is not
altogether convenient and for many reasons it would be better
to speak of a pan being boiled under a pressure of 5 inch"'::;
absolute. rather than as under a vacuum of 25 inches. At the
end of this bulletin is given a table connecting the. temperature
and pressure at which water boils, for pres:mres from I

315THE PLANTERS' MONTHLY.
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crystallization increases and the mother liquor becomes more
and more supersaturated; on striking out the contents of th\~

pan eventually all the sugar contained in supersaturated sol'J
tion separates but in general unless the mass is kept stirrf~c1

the crystals separate out as fine grain in a form not capable"
of recovery; the craft skill of the sugar maker should be
directed towards maintaining the supersaturation in the
mother liquor as low as possible, so that as much of the crys
tallization as possible is done in the pan; if a too high degree
of supersaturation be allowed to occur in the pan there is dan
ger of a sudden deposition of crystals in the form of fine or
"false" grain; a rapid and complete circulation in the pan
whereby crystals already formed are brought frequently into
contact with the mother liquor is the cause which, as much .'s
anything, goes to prevent a too high supersaturation.

All low grade strikes when boiled string proof, form super
saturated solutions on cooling from which the sug-ar separates
with extreme slowness, in some cases weeks being taken b~

fore grain appears; if such a strike be watched as it cools it
will be found that when it reaches the temperature of the air
it is extremely viscid and remains so for some time; it is now.
in a state of supersaturation; suddenly the viscosity becomcs
much less. the mother liquor becomes liquid' and more free,
and grain is found to be abundantly present; this change from
a viscous supersaturated solution to a free saturated soluthn
and suspended solid often takes place with great suddenness.
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inch to 6 inches of mercury or roughly for vacua from 24
inches to 29 inches.

" 1
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Effect of dissol'i'cd solids on the boiling point. The boiling
point is increaseu by the presence of dissolved solids and tIl<.'
following important relation connects boiling point, amount
of dissol ved solid and pressure under which ebullition occur8·.
"The elevation of. the boiling point due to the dissolv""d
solids is independent of the pressure under which ebullition
occurs." For example, under a pressure of one atmospher~

water boils at 212 dcg. F. and a 75% solution of sugar at 225.2
deg. F. The elevation in the boiling point is then 13.2 d~g. F.;
under a pressure of 4 inches of mercury (25'9 inches of
vacuum) water boils at 125.6 deg. F.; a 7570 solution of sugar
under the same pressure will then boil at 125.6+13.2= 137.8
deg. F. The temperatt1res at which sugar solutions of dif
ferent concentrations boil under atmospheric pressure have
been determined (see table at enel) ; if then the temperature of
a'boiling sugar solution be known, and also the pressure und~r
which ehullition occurs. then fro111 the elevation of the boiling
point over and above the boiling point of water under th~

same pressure, the amount or sugar in the boiling mass can be
at once found. .For example. under a pressure of 4 inches of
mercury a sugar solution boils at 159.4 deg. F.; water und2r
this pressure boils at 125.6 deg. F.: the elevation in the boiling
point then is 29.8 deg. F.; reference to the table of e1evati;')n
of boiling points of sugar solutions gives the percentage of
sugar as 8fi.25~:{,.

This relation is the basis of an instrument known as d

Brasl11oscope or Brixol11eter.

The BrasJI/ascote. The Tlrasl11oscope \\'as introduced into
the beet sugar industry by Curin in 1898 and its form has been
modified and its use extended by Claassen.

It consists 111erely of an accnrate thermometer (the bulb of
which is immersed in the boiling mass in the pan and placed
so as not to be affected by local causes such as the proximi.i;y
of a steam coil ) and an accurate barometer pressure gauge,
the ordinary aneroid gauges not being of sufficient acc tll:acy.

The form of bar01110.tcr gauge usually found is a syph.ll1
. barometer, Fig. I ; this consists of a U tube closed at the eJ~rl

.-\ and open at the end 13; the tube is filled with mercury
and when held in a vertical position the difference of level
between the mercury ill the two l.imbs will give the pressure Clf
the atmosphere in inches of Il1crcmy: this U tube is fixed on a
board ca;-rying- a scale and is adjusted so that the level of mer
cury in the loug limb is at the zero mark whcn under atmos
pher.ic pressure;. if the· open en<\ he now attached to. a vcssel
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pressure in the vessel connected to the short limb; the sc.~l.~,
is so graduated as to gi\·e directly inches of vacuum in the
vessel to which "the short limb is attached. This instrument
is not too convenient as the gauge has always to be set at the
zero mark amI as a fall of pressure of, say, I inch in the vessel
where the pressure is being llJ.easured only, causes the level nf:
the mercury in the long limo to fal1 half an inch, the level of
the mercury in the short limo at the same time rising half an
inch. The writer has devised the pressure gauge described· be
low, Fig. 2 ..
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in which there is a reduced pressure, the mercury in the long
limb will fall until the difference in level is that due to the
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A is a shallow receptacle of thick glass partly fined with
mercury; on the upper side at B is a tubulure to be connected
to the vapor space of the pan by stout rubber tubing; at C is
the neck of the receptacle into which fits tightly the barometer
tubing D, graduated in tenths of an inch; the receptacle A be
ing fiIIed with mercury the graduated barometer tubing is then
inserted in the neck of the flask and mercury is sucked up
above the level of the stop cock at E which is then closed; th~
mercury in A is then adjusted until its level is coincident with
the zero mark on D; if then connection be made to the vapor
space of a vill;upm apparat~$ by way of B, the height of the
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column of mercury will directly measure the pressure in the
pan.

After the pressure in the pan and the temperature of the
boiling mass have been determined by reference to the tables,
the elevation of the boiling point is found, and from this the
apparent percentage of sugar in the boiling mass is deter
mined.

Instead of using tables, Claassen has devised a mechanical
scale for determining the apparent percentage of sugar. In
Fig. 3, A, Band C are three scales; A and C are fixed and n
is a sliding scale; A is the vacuum scale and C is the temper
ature scale; C is graduated in equal divisions corresponding
to the divisions of a thermometer; on A, opposite to the tem
perature divisions on C, are marked the corresponding pres
sures or vacua at which water boils.· 'Dhe sliding scale B is
graduated so as to connect the elevation of the boiling point
with the amount of sugar present, on the same basis as the
divisions in the scale C. A determination is actually made as
under (see Fig. 3).

The vacuum in the pan is 28.0 inches and the temperature
is 140 deg. F. The zero on the scale B is placed opposite 28.0
on the scale A ; the division on the scale C corresponding to a
te.mperature of 140.0 deg. F. is then noted, and opposite this
on the scale B is the division 89.9, i. e., the boiling mass con
tains apparently 89.9% of sugar.

It may at once be stated that it is only bodies in solution
that affect the boiling point, and that sugar that has crystal
lized out has no effect at all; it is only then, with masses
boiled string-proof that the apparent sugar percentage of the
whole mass is given; in other cases it is the apparent sugar
percentage of the mother liquor. The scales in the bra:=,
moscope are calculated on a sugar basis, and give only, the
apparent percentage of total solids expressed as sugar, exactly
as the Brix spindle gives also apparent total solids; actually
the non-sugar causes weight for weight a greater elevation
of the boiling point than does the sugar, so that the bras
moscope indication will always be higher than the true total
solids, and this will be more pronounced the impurer the mass
being tested; the error in determining total solids with the
Brix spindle also lies in the same direction.

Application of the BraslI/oscope. The simplest instance of the
use of the brasmoscope lies in its application to low products
boiled string-proof; here no sugar separates in the pan as
crystals, and the indications of the instrument will now refer
to' the Brix of the whole mass in the pan. Suppose it has been
found by experience that a mass of 50 apparent purity gives
the best results when boiled to an apparent Brix, as indicated
by the brasmoscope, of 90; when this factor has once been
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determined it is an easy matter to boil all subsequent strikes
of this purity to the same elevation of the boiling point, and
this can, I believe, be done more exactly with the aid of grad
uated instruments than by the sense of touch of the most
l'xperienced sugar maker; the illustration given above de
mand:;, of course, that the nature of the non-sugar does not
vary and, for one particular factory, I do not think that thi3
:ssumption. is too far from the truth.

Now in actuai work the purity of the masses boiled will vary,
and to extend the application of the brasmoscope it is nece3
sary to solve the following problem:

"To find the connection between the Drix of a massecuite
and' the purity of the mother liquor or molasses, the solubility
of sugar in the mother liquor being known."

Let ;1- = Drix of the massecuite.
S = solubility of sugar in the mother 1iquor or molasses.
P= purity of the massecuite.

III = purity of the molasses.
Thcn (I-X) = water in the massecuite.

S (I-X) = sugar in solution, i. e., in the molasses.
X (1-P) = total non-sugar or impurities.

(For convenience of calculation these purities are referred
to unity instead of to 100 as is usual.)

Then
S (I-X)

I//.=

S (I-.r)+(1-1') X
and

S-JllS

S+lIl-lIlS-lIlP

Now. according to l\fr. S. S. Peck's analyses of Hawaiian
waste molasses, on an average one part of water dissoh'cs
J .78 parts of sugar and the average true purity of the molasses
is 45.8. I have then calculatell in Table I values of X for puri
ties of the massccuite (I') 46-95: when to S anel III are given
the values 1.8 and 46; this tahle gives on the data taken the
degTee Brix to which a massecuite must be concentrated, so
that after complete crystallization the purity of the mother
liquor or molasses is 4(). Now from the values in the tahle
it is seen that a massecuite of So purity will give molasses
of 46 purity if concentrated to 80.86 Brix; actually suppose it
is found that hest results are ohtained when the apparent Brix
as shown by the brasmoscope is 86.5: it is now elesired to fincl
from the formula or tahle what should he the Brix as inelicatec!
b)\ th'e brasmoscope when the purity of the massecuite is 55·

From the formula or table it follows that a massecnite of 50
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purity concentrated to 80.86 Brix will give molasses of the
same purity as one of 55 when concentrated to 82'44 Brix.
The ratio between these two Brix is 82-44--;-80.86"= 1.0195.
Hence the required Brix as indicated by the brasmoscope IS

86.5 X 1.0195=B8.19 i. e., if a massecuite of 50 purity gives
molasses of 46 purity when concentrated to 86.5 Brix as in.
dicated by the brasmoscope, a massecuite of 55 purity will give
molasses of the same purity when concentrated to 88.19 as
indicated by the brasmoscope.

Now, according to the equation, it is possible by boiling to a
sufficient concentration to obtain in one process exhaust,'d
molasses; thus a syrup of 90 purity if boiled to a concentratirm
of 95.48 Brix would, on the data on which Table I was con
structed, give molasses of 46 purity; now from actual ex
perience it is known that with the process commonly followed
111 these islands that four operations are necessary in general

. to obtain this end; there is no real disagreement betweea
theory and practice but the causes of this are:

1. It is impossible to practically boil any massecuite to so
high a concentration as 95.48; a massecuite so highly concen
.trated would have no circulation, it would bank up and bum
on the coils and it would be a matter of difficulty to remove
it from the pans and to manipulate it afterwards.

2. ~ very supersaturated solution of sugar would be formed
in the final stages, from which, under the ordinary process vi
cooling at rest, sugar would separate with extreme slowness
and in a form not suited to be recovered in the centrifugals.

Actuall}'i in practice it is known that the higher the purity ,)f
the massecuite the higher is the purity of the mother liquor or
molasses.: this is a natural sequence of the equation and in
Table II, I have calculated out values of the purity of the
mother liquor or molasses when the purity of the massecuite
varies from 75 to 95 anti the Brix of the massecuite is constant
at 90. This table then connects the purity of the molasses
with the purity of the massecuite from which they are derived,
provided all the massecuites are boiled to the same degree
Brix; actually, however, the higher the purity the higher is the
concentration to which the massecuite is boiled.

The amount of sugar then that can be extracted as crystals
from a massecuite depends on the degree Brix to which the
massecuite can be boiled, or, conversely, to the least possible
amount of water which can be left in the massecuite capable
of retaining in solution the non-sugar, and it is immaterial, so
far as regards the amount of sugar that crystallizes, whether
the concentration is done in one or in more operations. This
is best shown by a worked out example.

Let there be a syrup of 80 purity, let it be concentrated to
a Brix of 90 and let the soltLbility of sugar in the mother
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liquor be 2, i. e., for everyone part of water 111 the moth~r

liquor let two parts of sugar be dissolved.
Then the massecuite is of composition

Water 10
Sugar in solution. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 20
Sugar as crystals.................. 52
Non·,sugar . . 18

100

Now let the 52 parts sugar as crystals be removed leaving
48 parts of first moiasses of percentage composition

"Vater 20.83
Sugar . . 41.66
Non-sugar . . 37.50 roo

Brix , 79.17
Purity 52.63

and the sugar removed percent on that originally present is
roo x 52

72
leaving 27'78% in the molasses.

Now let these molasses be concentrated to a second masse
cuite at 90 Brix and let one part of water hold in solutiun
two parts of sugar.

Then the percentage composition of the second massecuite is
Water 10
Sugar in solution 20
Sugar in crystals................ 27.367
Non-sugar . . 42.633

roo.oo
N ow let 27.367 sugar in crystals be removed. Then per roo

sugar originally present there arc removed
27.367
-- x 27.78= 16.07%
47.367

and the total amount of sug'ar removed in the two operations
per roo sugar originally present is 72.22+16.07 = 88.29.

Now to find to what Brix the massecuite must be boiled in
one operation so as to leave the same absolute amount of
water in the massecuite, we can proceed as follows: In the
second masse-wite above the non-sugar is 4.2633 times the
\Va tel' and the purity of the original syrup being 80, the sugar
in the original massecuite is four times as much as the non
sugar. Let.r be the water percentage in the massecuite
boiled in one operation so that the absolute amollnt of water
left is the same as that in the two operations above.



X+4.263.r+ 17.0532X = 100
.1'=4-482

The composition of the massecuite boiled to this water COll

tent in one operation will be
\""Tater 4.482
Sugar in solution · 8.964
Sugar in crystals 67.450

Non-sugar 19· 104
and if the 67.450 sugar in crystals be removed, the amount of
sugar extracte·J per 100 sugar in the massecuite is

67-450
--- X 100=88.29%,
76-4 14

the same percentage as was obtained before in two operations.
From what has been already said it follows, that if a mass·~

cuite be boile<l to a (:ertain preascertained concentration de
pending on the purity and be aliowed to cool, that eventually
all the sugar capable of recovery will crystallize out; it docs
not folloW', however, that all this sugar will crystallize out in
a form capable of collection in the centrifugals or within a
reasonahle time; in the first place, owing to lack of contact of
crystals already formed with any but a small portion of the
mother liquor, sugar that crystallizes on cooling will form new
fine crystals incapa1Jle of recovery in the centrifugals; in the
second place, it is known how long it takes low masses to cry3
tallize; the mother liquor of a first massecuite boiled to such a
pitch that all the sugar capable of recovery will crystallize is
in exactly the same condition as a low grade massecuite, and
although in the case of a first massecuite crystallization will
be more rapid ovving to the presence of crystals alreally
formed, yet a very considerable time will be taken for a com
plete separation of the Sl1gar from the supersaturated mother
liquor; if, however, the massecuite be kept in motion so that
the layer or mother liquor in contact with crystals is being
constantly renewed deposition wi11 take place much mario'
readily and the sugar separating wi11 deposit on the crystals
already formed; this was the original object of the process
known as crystallization in motion.

Cr~'stalli.'::ation in lIlotion originally was applied to first
products only; a massecuite was boiled in the usual way to
the usual pitch and allowed to cool in motion; this process by
allowing sugar held in solution due to high temperature amY in
supersaturated solution to deposit on crystals alrea<ly formed
gave an increased rcndement in first product but in no wise
could it obtain a complete desug'arization of a pure massecuite
unless the concentration was carried to the degree indicated
by the formula

Then
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and it has already been noted that so high a concentration is
for mechanical reasons impossible. l'ollowing" on this came
the idea of working with masses of purity so reduced by the
addition of molasses that on concentration to that water con
tent where all the sugar capable of recovery crystallized, the
massecuites were capable of ready manipulation and after
cooling in motion on curing gave "first sugar and molasses,"
i, e" a complete commercial renclement without the interposi-
tion of low grade sugars. •

A complete crystallization in motion or first-sugar and
molasses process may then be defined as "1\ scheme in whic:h
the purity of massecuites ar~ reduced to such a point th;::.t
they are capable of practical manipulation when concentrated
to that point when the water left is only just sufficient to hold
in solution the non-sugar, combined with the cooling of the
massecuites in motion whereby the deposit of sugar from
supersaturated solution is accelerated and takes place on crys
tals already formed."

The technique of the various processes devised and used to
this end may be summarized:

r. A massecuite is boiled from syrup alone and concea
trated as far as possible; unexhausted molasses from a pre
vious operation which have been diluted and heated so as w
dissolve any fine grain are then taken into the pan, the whole
mixed massecuite concentrated to the proper point struck out
an d cooled in motion.

2. The process is conducted as above save that exhausted
nlolasses are introduceLi; in this scheme the exhausted molas
ses should leave the ccntrifug'als on curing at the same purity
as that at which they entered the pan; they do not aid in the
exhaustion of the syrup massecuite but only act mechanically
as a medium in \vhich the crystals swim.

3. The mixture of syrup and molasses is made without the
pan, the formation of grain being obtained from syrup alone.
As the sugar deposits the j1mity of the mother liquor decreases
and it is the object of the scheme to avoid increasing from
time to time the purity of the mother liquor by charging in
pure syrup and to regulate the proportions of syrup and m0
lasses charged in as the pmity of the mother liquor falls.

4. The Java process which is now used in several factories
in these islands and consists C'ssentiallv of two strikes: the
first of fairly Ligh jlmity, which is cooled in motion for about
12 hours, and the second at a purity of ahout Go which is cooled
in motion for from 48 to 72 hams and from which exhausted
molasses arc obtained.

5. The Bock process in which a strike was boiled from

S-lllS
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:r'-

X=----
.1'+111

Now lct thc solubility of sugar change to .1" all othcr factors
rcmaining the samc.

The absolute amount of sugar in solution now is s' (I-X),
the water and non-sugar rcmaining thc same.

If thc Brix bc now dcnotcd by x',
s' (I-X) + { x-s (r-.r) 1

whcnce

I-X = water
s (I-X) = sugar

SYirup alone and run into crystallizers; about one-third of this
strike was left in the crystallizer and on to this was struck a
strike boiled from molasses obtaincd from a previous operation
and the whole then cooled in motion.

6. A strike of molasses is boiled string proof and to the
concentration 1·cquired to yield exhausted molasscs; into the
pan immediatcly before the completion of the boiling is taken
a quantity of sugar which is thoroughly mixed with the con
tents of thc pan, after which the whole is struck out and cooled
in motion; the amount of sugar crystals taken into the pan as
"priming" is from 25 % to 30% of the massecuite.

Whichever one of these schemes be used it is apparent that
they all depend for thcir suc'Cess upon the control of the
water content of the massecuite.

Application of the Bras1IIoscope to 1.11assewites Boiled' to Grain.
The application of the brasmoscopc readings to control the
watcr contcnt of massccuitcs boiled to grain is complicated
in that the instrument docs not give the Brix of the massc
cuitc as a whole but of that of the mother liquor; what is re
quired to bc known may bc cxpresscd "vVhat shall bc the Brix
of th('\ mother liquor in the pan at thc moment of obscrvation
so that on cooling cxhaustcd molasscs result," and alg~
braically the problem can be solved thus:

Let thc solubility of sugar in molasses at a low tempcrature
be s and let it bc .1" at a morc elevatcd temperature; it is
rcquired to find what must be thc Brix whcn the soluhility is
s' so that the purity is 11L when the solubility is s. Let :j,' be the
Brix of the molasscs whcn thc soluhility of sugars is s,

Then
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s-dm
------

ds s+lIl-dm

ds

m+s

I+d -

:];'-

Making the substitution
s

d+

I+d-dx
But .v has already been shown to be equal to s

'I1l+s
As a numerical example let the solubility of sugar be 1.8

and let molasses of 46 purity be required; the Brix of these
molasses will be from equation (I) 1Oox1.8

---=79.64
1.8+-46

Now! let the solubility of sugar become 2·5 so that d IS ·7·
The Brix of the molasses now is from equation (2)

2.5-.7 x 4 6
100 X 82·57

2.5+-46-.7 x -46
Unfortunately the solubility of sugar in the hot mother liquur
(s' in the equation estahlished above) in the pan can not' be
exactly known; it is affected by the temperatnre prevailing-,
by the presence of non-sugar and hy the degree of supersatu
ration; now at the temperature 40'0 C at which it is customary
to cure massecuites boiled to grain and cooled in motion the
solubility of sugar in water is 2.38 and at the temperature
700 C which is approximately that of the massecuite in the pan
the solubility is 3.20; the ratio of these is 1.34; previously I
took the solubility of sugar in Hawaiian exhausted molasses
as 1.8, that is to say, at the normal temperature here say 27° C;
between 27° C and 40° C the solubility of sugar in water in
creases in the ratio 1.1 I and hence at 40° C, I take the solub:1
ity of sugar in Hawaiian molasses as 1.rrXT.8=1.998 and at
700 C 1.998X 1.34 = 2.68; cntting off the decimals then the
values of sand s' in the equation estahlished above will be
taken as 2.0 and 2·7·

Now owing to supersaturation the lowest solubility possible
in the pan at the temperatnre of 70° C will be 2·7 and it may
he considerably higher; I have then calculated out values of
the equation
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For s put s+d, d being the difference in the solubility of sugar
at the two temperatures.

Then
d+.-r-d.v



2. Rate of coolillg. As a general rule when a grained masse
cuite is discharged the supersaturation is relatively high; if

I. - Si.~·e of cr.\'stals. The rate at which sugar deposits from
supersaturated solution is intimately connectecI with the are:l
of the sides of the crystals which in a given time come in con-

. tact with the mother liquor; the smaller the grain the larger
is the area of the sides of the crystals and hence desugarization
of a supersaturated mother liquor will take pla'e more rapidly
with a small grain sugar than with a large one.

Brix =-----
s+11l-11ld

for values of s = 2.0, d = 0 to 1.3 (.I" = 2.7 to 4.0) amI III = 38 to
50. These are given in Table III below; in the vertical
column on the left hand side are entered the solubilities of
'sugar in the molasses in the pan; in the horizon tal caption
are entered the values ofm from 38-50; the figure at the
intersection of a vertical and horizontal line gives the degree
Brix of the molasses in the pan so that when the solubility d
sugar becomes 2·0 molasses of the purity in the column
selected will result.

[Vol. XXVI
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E.nTlllple. The solubility of sugar at the 1110ment of observa
tion is ~.o and it is desired to obtain molasses of 40 purity
when the solubility is 2.0; at the intersection of the line:) 0

and 40 is the fig-nre P f.82, i. e., the Brix of the molasses in the
pan must be ~4.82

As I pointed atr 111 dealing with the application of the br;ls
moscope to mass cuites boiled string- proof it is impossible
to state beforehalJd what the indication of the brasmoscope
~hould be, and the brasmoscope indications must be system;lt
ically compared with the actually recorded results in the fac
tory; when onc(' the brasmoscope indications corresponding to
molasses of a satisfactory low pnrity arc obtained tllen it
should be possible to reproduce those conditions more exactly
than can be done by: tIle senses of sight and tOl1ch.

The process of exhausting rapidly low grade massecuites
mentioned above as No.6 would appear to be a scheme to lend
itsel·f readily to a very complete control as it would only 1)(;
necessary to determine the proper concentration of t-he low
grade massecuite before taking in the sugar used as "primim;,"
as had already been indicated \\'hen dealing with the applica
tion of the brasmoscope to massecuites boiled string prOOf:
actuallv I have never seen this scheme worked Imt I believe it
is in considerable vogue in beet sugar factories.

Below I call attention to one or two points of interest n0t
previously mentioned:
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such a massecuite be quickly cooled the deposit of sugar takes
place with such suddenness that the sugar now separating fro111
solution does not deposit on the crystals already present bi.1t
goes to form new crystals; in these islands, I believe, the crys
tallizing tanks are plain and are not provided with jackets so
that means do not exist for controlling the rate at which the
massecuite cools; in beet sugar factories, I believe, great at-·
tention is paid to this. point and it is general to construct
crystallizing tanks with jackets into which steam or water
may be admitted; the temperature of the massecuite is allowe,l
to fall very slowly at first until (largely aided by the move
ment of the massecuite) the supersaturation is decreased;
after which the rate of cooling is allowed to become more
rapid. The rate at which a body cools is, with certain limita
tions, proportic)11al to the excess temperatnre and with un
jacketed tanks the rate of cooling will be greatest in the earliler
stages-precisely the reverse of what is demanded by the
above argument.

3. Remeltillg 1m,' slIgars. \Vhen low sugars are remelted
the pnrity of the massecuite is increased and it has alrearly
heen shown that an increased purity in the massecuite implies
an increased purity in the molasses; on these grounds then
remel ting low sugars is not a process to be recommended an,l
it should rather be tIJe object of the sugar maker to strive to
snppress low products altogether rather than to eliminate
them by the process of remelting.

SUl\Il\TARY.

1. The amount of sngar crystaJJized depends on the abso
lute amount of water left in lhe massecnite.

2. It is immaterial in so far as regards the amount of sugar
that crvsta11izcs if the total amount of water evaporated frm-n
a syrup be removed in one or in more operations.

3. A certain amount of water has to be left in a massecuite
to enable it to be manipulated; with massecuites of high
purity to obtain in one boiling a11 the sugar. that can crystal
lize, the concentration has to be so high that manipulation
becomes impossible.

4. By lowering the purity of massecuites the concentration
correspondin·g to the point at which exhausted molasses result
mav be obtained the massecuites at the same time heing suffici-
ently fluid to handle. .

S. Bv aJJowing these massecuites of reduced purity to cool
in motion the time taken for sugar to separate from super
saturated solution is diminished and under careful control (If
the rate of cooling the sugar deposits' on the crystals already
formed.
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6. Systematic observations of the elevation of the boiling
point of the mass in the pan form a valuable guide to the
operator.

. Finally I wish to emphasize that the brasl110scope is not in
any way intended to supersede the craft skiII of the experienced
sugar maker; it is intended to be used rather as an adjunct

.and a guide and to substitute a definite scientific relation for
the varying senses of sight and touch.

'i{
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TABLE I.

S-lllS

Values of the expression IOOX for values of
S+IIl-IIIS-111P

S 1.8, and III -46, and of p -46 to ·95·

p p p

.46 79.65 .63 85·°9 .80 91.35

·47' 79·95 .64 85·44 .81 91.75

.48 80.25 .65 85·79 8? 92.15

-49 80.56 .66 86·14 .83 92.55

.50 80.86 .67 86.49 .84 92.96

.5 1 8I.I7 .68 86.85 .85 93·37

.52 81-49 .69 87.21 .86 93·79

·53 81.80 .70 87·57 .87 94.20

·54 82.12 .71 87·93 .88 94.62

·55 82·44 .72 88.30 .89 95.05

.56 82.76 ·73 88.67 .90 95-48

·57 83·°7 ·74 89.04 .9 1 95.92

.58 83-42 ·75 89-42 .92 96.35

.58 83·75 .76 89.80 ·93 96.79

.60 84.08 ·77 9°·18 ·94 97.24

.6r 84-42 .78 90.57 ·95 97.69

.62 8_p6 ·79 9°.96



Connecting- pnrity of massecnite and purity of restilting 1110

lasses when the Brix of the massecnite is constant at 90 and SOltl

bility of sngar in molasses is 2.0.

Purity Purity Purity Purity

l\Iassecnite l\Iolasses 1\Iassecnite Molasses
------ _.~~---

75 44·44 86 58.82

76 45-45 87 60.60

77 46.5 1 88 62·5°

78 47.62 89 64.5 1

79 48.78 9° 66.67

80 50.00 91 68.96

81 51.28 92 71.43

82 52.63 93 74·°7

83 54.06 94 76.92
"

84 55·55 95 80.00

85 57·14
~i~~ ,

TABLE II.

THE PLA~TERS'MONTHLY. [Vol. XXVI
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TABLE III. 1(fJ
(:>

'V.....

Solubility of
Purity of l'-Iolasscs with Solubility, 2.0 -IQ

----- -~ --- -- 0

Sugar in Pan ":'l

38 39 4° 4I 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 5°
I

>-:l

2·7 84·93 84.65 84·37 84·14 83.48 83·37 83·3 I 83·°5 82.80 82·55 82.30 82.06 8r.8I ~
l7J

2.8 85· I5 84.88 84.62 84·35 84·°9 83.83 83.58 83·33 83·°9 82.85 82.6I 82·37 82·14 '"d

.85·37 85. I I 8_~.85 84·59 84·34 84.09 83.85 83.61 83·37 83. 13 82·9° 82.65. 82-46
l'

2·9 :>
85.58 85·33 85·°7 84.82 8.1-.58 84·34 84· IO 83.87 83.64 83:42 83· I9 82.98 82.76 Z

3.0 >-:l

3. 1 85·79 85·54 85.29 85·°5 8;~.8I 84.58 84·35 84· I3 83.9 1 83.69 83-47 83.26 83·°5
tTJ
~

85·99 85·75 85.5 1 85.27 85.04 84·82 84.60 84.38 8_f·16 83·95 83·74 83·53 83·33
(fJ

3.2
~

3·3 86. I8 85·95 85.72 85·49 85.26 85·04 84.83 84.62 84·4I 8,po 84.00 83.80 83.60 """0
34 86·37 86·14 85.9 1 85.69 85-47 85.26 85·°5 84.85 84.65 84-45 84.25 84·06 83.87 :z'-'

'-1
3·5 86·55 86·33 86. I I 85.89 8).68 85.48 85.27 85·°7 84.88 84·7° 84·50 84·3 I 84· I3 ~

l'
3.6 86·73 86.52 86.3 1 86.09 85.89 85.69 85·49 85.2 9 85· ro 84.92 84·73 84·55 84·37 ;<
3·7 86.90 86.69 86-49 86.29 86.09 85.89 85.69 85·5° 85.32 85·14 84·97 84·79 84.62

3.8 87·°7 86.87 86.67 86-47 86.27 86.08 85.89 85·7 I 85·53 85.36 85· I8 85.02 84.85

3·9 87.24 87.04 86.84 86.65 86-46 86.27 86.09 85.92 85·74 85·57 85·40 85:23 85·°7

4.0 87-40 87.20 87·0I 86.83 86.64 86.46 86.II 86:I I 85·94 85.78 85·6I 85-45 85.29 10>0>
W
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TABLE OF THE BOILING POINTS OF WATER UNDER REDUCED
PRESSURE.

Pressure Vacuum Boiling Pressure Vacuum Boiling

in inches in inches point in inches in inches Point

of Mercury of Mercury F. deg. of Mercury of Mercury F. deg. '\
I, 28·9 79.6 3·5 26-4 120.8

Ij, I 28.8 82·5 3.6 26·3 12I,8

I,2 28·7 85.2 3·7 26.2 122.8

I,3 28.6 87·7 3.8 26.1 123.8

I,4 28·5 90.0 3·9 26.0 124.7

I,5 28-4 92 .2 4.0 25·9 125.6 "
I,6 28.3 94.2 4.1 25.8 126.6 I
I,7 28.2 96.2 4.2 25·7 127.5

I,8 28.1 98.1 4·3 25.6 128·3

I,9 28.0 99.8 4-4 25-5 129.2

2.0 27·9 101·5 4·5 25-4 13°·0

2.1 27.8 103.1 4.6 25·3 130.8

2.2 27·7 104.7 4·7 25.2 131.6

2·3 27.6 106.2 4.8 25.1 132-4

2-4 27·5 107.6 4·9 25.0 133.2

..2·5 27·4 109.0 5.0 24·9 133·9

2.6 27·3 lIO·4 5.1 24.8 134·7

2·7 27.2 II I,7 5.2 24·7 135-4

2.8 27. 1 II2·9 5·3 24.6 136.2 1,"

2·9 27.0 114·7 5-4 24·5 136.9

3.0 26·9 I I 5.3 5·5 24-4 137.6

3.1 26.8 II 6-4 5.6 24·3 138.3

3.2 26·7 II7·6 5·7 24.2 138.9

3·3 26.6 II 8.7 5.8 24. 1 139.6

3-4 26·5 119.8 5·9 24.0 140 .3



'l'ABLE OF 'rnE EI_EVNrION OF 'rIm BOILING POINT OF SUGAR
SOLUTIOl\'S.

(Claasseil-Frentzel Deutsche Vereinzeitschrift, 1893, p. 267·)

Elevation Elevation
Percent of the Percent of the
Sugar boiling point Sugar boiling point

FO F O

75· 13.2 86·75 3I.1

75·5 13·7 87· 31.8

76. 14.2 87.25 32.5

76.5 14.8 87·5 33.2

77· 15·3 87·75 33·9

77·5 15.8 88. 34.6

78. 16-4 88.25 35·3

78.5 16.1) 88·5 36.0

7<)· 17·5 88·75 30.7

7<)·5 18.0 89· 37·5

80. 18.6 89.25 38.3

~(J.5 11)·3 89·5 31)·1

81. J9·9 89·75 39·9

81.5 20·5 90. 40 .7

82. 21.2 90.25 4£.5

82·5 22.0 90.5 42-4

83· 22·7 90.75 43.2

83·5 23.6 91. 44. 1

84· 24·7 9 J.25 45. 1

84·5 25·7 91.5 46.3

85· 26.8 9£.75 47·7

85·5 27·9 92. 5°·2

86. 29.2

86.25 29.8

86·5 30.4
-----------~------

------~ ..__._--~-------_._.._------
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SUGAR PRODUCTION IN THE PHILIPPINES.

(

j'

[Vol. XXVITHE PLAr.;TERS' :MONTHLY.

(By Sr. Julio de Salutregui, Secretary of the Chamber of
Commerce of Iloilo, P. 1.)

The cultivation of sugar is, 'with the exceptiori of Manila
hemp, the most important branch of agriculture in the Philip
pine Archipelago, and until abou t twenty years ago surpassed
even that product in economic value to the islands. Amon~'

the various regions in the Philippines that have taken up the
cultivation of sugar cane, the most important is the group o[
islands to the south of Luzon, known as the Visayas, anel
among these the island which has acquired the greatest promi
nence in the industry is Negros, 'which produces more than
one-half of the entire amount raised in the Philippines. There
are many causes that have contributed to the development
of cane raising in the Island of N,egros, but the fertility of its
soil and its peculiarly suitable climate are undoubtedly the
most important. Other factors favoring the development of
its agriculture have been the personal security which has ex
isted for a long. long time in this island, and the abundan-:c
of labor, as well as the abundance of horses, which arc very
useful, even at present, to the farmers in the Philippines.

It may be stated that sugar cane is exotic in the Visayas,
and although there arc no historic data to prove its introlluc
tion bv the different colonics established on the southwest
part of the islands, it IS very probable that this plant was intro
cluced by the Chinese who gave a great impulse to its cultiv.l
tion in the Philippines, as shown by the etymology of the
names of the various articles used even nOw by the Filipinos
in the prolluction of sugar, as well as the similarity of the
manufacturing proce~s used of old in these islands and in
Formosa. It is \'ery, likely that the Chinese introduced somc
of the varieties of sugar cane which were cultivated in For
mosa, but even at that time the plant was already known in
the Visay<ls, as well as when the Spanish government imported
"ome of the ,'\merican varieties. Of all the different kinds'
of sugar cane produced in thc Philippines, the purple variety
is the one nHEt g'enerally cultivate(l at present in the Visayas,
either because it is bettcr adapted to this soil, or because it
produces the larg'est amount of sugar. ,

The methods of cultivation used by the great majority of
planters in the Philippines arc practically the same, but arc
quite diflercnt from those employed in this industry in the
nearby, island of Java and in the sug'ar producing reg'ions ·)f
America. rhilippine methods arc, as a rule. antiquated, almo~;t

prehistoric, both in regard to the cnltivation of the cane and



•
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in ·the manufacturing process. The 1l1dustry may be said to
lJe in its infancy in the Philippines, as the planter has not eV'~n

succeeded in becoming independent and has to be both farmer
and manufacturer. There is not a single sugar factory in the
entire region of the Visayas; that is to say, a central factory
provided with modern and improved machinery, and ther~

fore each farmer has to turn the cane' into sugar by his owa
labor, which explains the poor condition of the sugar industry
in the country., 'When the Americans took possession of the
Philippine Islands it was thought at first that the farming
industry would be greatly improved by the introduction :Jf
new methods and improved machinery for the cultivation of
the cane and the production of sugar, and also that some cel1
tral factories would be built and various small plantations
united; but, unfortunately, up to this time, the Americans
have done absolutely nothing for the betterment of the sug;J.r
industry, either by furnishing industrial, intellectual, or mon.~

tary elements, or by helping the planter directly or indirectlf.
In view of the fact that the insular government has taken 110

interest whatever in the colonization of and the gradual 1"-:
storation of agTiculture in the entire Philippine archipelago,
the United States government has decided to guarantee an
interest of four per cent. to the Agricultural Bank, which 13

about to be established in this cofony. Owing, however, to
the small capital of $[0,000,000, in Philippine money, with
which the bank will be started, and to the strict laws prevail
ing in regard to loans on agricultural property, it is hardly ,0

be expected that this bank will be a very important factor in
.he development of sugar production in the islands.

The soil most generally suitable for the cultivation of sugar
cane is to be found on the high "ery gradual inclination, having
a sufficient amount of moisture with good drainage, and free
from '.'egetation or roots of other plants. The planting season
extends from November to January, when the danger fro111
typhoons or storms is over. The cane reaches its compl~~e

development in twelve to fourteen months on a good soil,
whereas it takes from I1fteen to eighteen 111 on ths on virg: n
and other lands which have not been thoroughly tilled.

There are vcry few plantations that will produce five crops
in succession irom shoots, hut on a very good soil it is pos
sible, and even C0111mon, to obtain four crops from a single
planting. In the majority of cases the planting is done by
means of cutting's, using for the purpose the parts of the cane
containing less sugar. The result of this practice is that
the growth of the cane is sll1nt(;r! and the plants deg'enera'l'
rapidly. The averag'e production in the Philippines from lall'l
!)roperly tilled, acci)nling' to Philippine methods, is from one
to one and a half tons of suvar per acre, which is the sma11c,.;t
average in the entire world, both for cane and for beet sugar.



The operation of cutting and carting the cane is done by mea~JS
of animal power, as there are very- few plantations having
railroad tracks for the transportation of the cane to the mill.
Y\Then a part of the cane has been stored in the shed of the
mill, the operation of grinding begins and is carried on fro111
one to three 1110nths, according to the amount of cane collected
and the interference from rains.

The grinding process used in the Visaya Islands is not only
very slow but highly wasteful to the planter, as it leaves in
the cane fr0111 30 to 35 per cent. of the juice, which has to be
evaporated in order to use the bagasse for fuel when dry.
The boiling is done in pans in the open air, and the waste by
this process is as large or even larger than that from the grinl
ing. A complete ignorance of chemistry on the part of the
fanner is another cause of the poor quality of the sugar pro
duced in the Philippine Islands. It may be said that in the
entire region of the Visayas there is not one chemical laborcl
tory in which the most simple operation pertaining to this
industry could be performed in a scientific manner. In regard
to the study and the analysis of the soil used for the cultivation
of cane, and for experiments with new sy.stems of cultivation,
.the same condItions prevail.

vVhen the sugar that has been boiled in the open pans thick
ens and cools it is packed in bags made from the leaves of the
plant called guri. These bags contain from 80 to 100 pounds
of cane each, and when filled they are reinforced with reeds
and then they are ready for shipping to the market of Iloilo
on launches carrying from 1,000 to 2,000 bags per trip. Mer
chants in Iloilo classify the sugar according to quality, mak
ing it No. I, '2 and 3, damp and ordinary. This classification
is made in the rule-of-thumb way, inasmuch as No. I shows 87
degrees on the polariscope, and it is very seldom that one can
see No. a sugar showing a polarization of over 92 degrees,
and the merchant mixes a very small amount of the latter with
No. I for the adjustment of prices. Prices are as a rule quoted
on assorted sugar, the type for which refers to a certain
amount of sugar that is formed from the three first Cjualitic.:3
On conventional proportions. The unit of weight used for all
sugar transactions in the Philippines is the "pica," eCjual to
137]/; pounds.

In Iloilo, which is the main sugar center in the Visaya Is
lands, are the merchants to whom the planters sell their sugar,
either for local consumption or for export. The exporting
firms arc m,ainly Chinese or English, whereas the merchants
who btly from the planters and sell to the exporters are Span
ianls or Filipinos. Sugar plantations are as a rule managed
by Spaniards, most of whom come from the northern pro
vinces. There has always been a very close relation between
the merchants of Iloilo and the farmers of the Visayas. Three
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firms have especially disting-uished themselves by the interest
they have taken in the development of the agricultural indus
tryl at all times and circumstances-the old English firm (f
Loney & Co., the American firm of Russell & Sturgis, and the
Spanish house of. Inchausti & Co.

The best year known for the sug-ar industry in the Visaya
Islands was undoubtedly that of 1892., which in the port of
Iloilo alone the exports amounted to 2,600,000 picos, whereas
in the year H)OO they hardly reached 500,000 picos. The
change of ownership of the islands. the emigration of capital
ists, the damages caused by the last insurrection, and the
mortalitv of cattle were the main causes for this enonnou"
decrease- in the production of sugar. As peace is re-established
and personal sccurity becomes assured, work on the farms,
which had been abandoned by their owners, is being- startcJ
again, so that in the year 1905 the entire crop of sugar in the
Visayas amonnted to 1,140,000 picos. and during the season
of lQ06 it rose to 1.718.000 picos. The coming crop of 1907
is estimated at about J.600,000 picas. that is JOO.ooo tons. 110t
with:;;tanding that many plantations were devastated by
locusts anCl the scarcity of cattle for tilling the land and other
farming operations. Up to about ten years ago sugar from
the Visayas was exported mainly to England and the United
States, but since the Americans took possession of the islands.
China and Japan are the best markets for the sale of this arti
cle. For instance, in the year 1~92 there were exported from
110ilo over 2,000,000 picos for the United States and the Brit
ish Islands, where:J.s to China the exports were hardly, one
fourth of that amount. On the other hand, in the year 1901
exports to China "vere ten times larger than the exports to the
British Islands and the United States. The exports of sugar
to Eng-lal1d have ceased entirely because the market of Hong
kong nays better prices and therefore many Chinese an'l
English firms have taken up the export to the latter country.
Japan is taking gra(luallv increasing amounts, but its impor
tance in the market of Iloilo is as yet only secondary. The
United States. which ten years ago was such a good market
for the sale of this sugar, does not offer, at present. any margin
of profit on account of its high duties, which makes it impos
sible for us to compete with the sugar from other marke~s.
This. notwithstanding, in the vear 1906. we exported to the
United States over 180,000 picos. ae-ainst 1"~oo,ooo, which
were exported to China and Japan. 1£ the tariff is removed
in behalf of the Philippin~ planter it is to he hoped that the
exportation of the main product of the Visaya Islands to th~
United States will increase very rapidly.

'Vlith the construction of railroads in the Visayas a rapiel
development is to be expected in the sugar industrv of the
Panay and Negros Islands, as they will open to cultivation
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all the virgin and waste lands of that region, as up to this
time the cultivation has been limited to those lands that are
near the coast or navigable rivers, owing to the lack of means
of transportation for the product of other sections. The po:-t
of Iloilo, where vast improvements are no\'C being made, wiIJ
derive great benefit from the construction of the railroads and
it is to be expected that 1J1 about ten years its exports of sug3.r
will be doubled if peace continues and any favorable laws are
enacted. The American government would be entitled to Lhe
everlasting gratitude of the inhabitants of the Philippine Is
lands by repealing the part of the tariff affecting the importa
tion of sugar from these islands. The repeal of this part of
the tariff has been discussed a number of times in the United
States Congress, but the proposition has always met with the
argument that if Philippine sugar were to be admitted free of
duty in the country, the domestic similar industry would be
ruined. Nothing could be more fallacious than this theory.
In oldcn times when the prodtlction of sugar used to cost $r .50
per pico of I22?'~ pounds, the Philippine sugar was exported
in large amounts to North America and there is no record in
its industrial history of any damage caused by this importa
tion to the domestic industriC's. If competition from this
source was not so injurious when the islands could proc1u(~e

their '3ug'ar at such small cost, there is no reason why any
harm should come today whell the production of sugar ill the
Philippine Islands costs more than double. The scarcity of
competent labor in this line of agTicuIture. the antiquated
methods employed by planters. and the shortage of ~attle, awl
of monetary resources, all combine to prevent any advance
ment in this important industry of the archipelago. Once that
the money in circulation has increased, the mortality of cattle
ceased', and the Filipinos hecome convinced of the advantages
of depending on their honest \vork for a living, the productioJ.
of sugar wiII become a prosperous industry, 'inasmuch as the
Visayas are wonderfully favored by natural conditions both ;n
regard to the climate of this tropical region. the fertility of the
soil, and the geographical position of the islands.-Dun's In
ternational Review.

SUGAR AND MOLASSES AS PRODUCERS OF ENERGY.

(Translated for The Louisiana Planter from La Sucrerie
Indigene.)

The feeding of mcn and animals becomcs more and n\Ore
a science and is subjected to severe laws and to strict rules.
N Ul11erous practical experiments have been made dtlring the



last twenty years in feeding animals with food materials pos~
sessing a maximum of energy with a minimum of cost. By
considering these data it was that the Paris Stage Company
since 1879 has carefully studied methods for the rational utili
zation of feed based on its nutritive value. These experiments,
inaugnra ted by IVlr. Grandeau, have placed in evidence through
his communications made at the last International Health
Food Conference, the important role of sugar foods; raw sugar
added successively to hay, to maize, or to nitrogenous food3,
such as brewery and distilled grains, dried meats, molasses
mixed with starchy food, with tnrf, straw, grape pulp or beet
chips.

The rational feed of th<:> horses of this great company neces~
sitated the consideration of the prices of the staple and per~
haps because of the unfortunately low price of sugar, a pref
erence \vas given to this foorl. Anyway, all the experiments
made at the research laboratory of this company confirmed
the general tendency to increase the ration of the horse with
sugar to replace the other hydro-carbons. It was the chid
result of the light thrown by these laboratory studies that
they confirmed fully the announcement made in 1882 by
Messrs. Grandeau and Leclerc that nitrogenous materials
were not the generating elements of mechanical work. Other
important points were brought out and especially the roJ..~
played by the amids and particularly of molasses and of sugar
foods. 1\t last a new experiment proof determined the role of
sugar and of molasses &s producers of energy.

The spl,endid experiments of 1\1r. Chauveau have brought
definitely to light the importance of the energy of sugar. Some
new confirmations of this fact have been given by :Mr. Lefevre,
of the University, who has been able to undergo enormO'lS
fatigue in mountain climbing by the means of lacto-vegetab~e

food, of which 250 grams of a total of 3,700 grams were sugar
and r,200 grams were milk. The rest was composed of cheese
and fruits. The total calorific value of this food was 6,600
calories, of which r,ooo was from the sugar. The liquids nec
essary ,,,ere furnished exclusively by water, five to six quarts,
which does not indicate that the sale of wines must cease.

Among the recent experiments made to determine the en
ergy value of sugar we m2y cite those of Rubner and of Atwa
ter. These biologists foulld that there are fats which evolve
great energy, their calorific value being 9.3 calories (Rubner)
and 8.93 calories (1\ twatcr). The carbohydrates have respec
ti\'ely 4.1 (Rubner) and 4.03 (Atwater). These figures art::
thus seen to agree. If we consider the table of dynami.:
equiv:llents, that is the food weights that could be substituted
of one kind for another that would give the organism the same
energy. we find that roo grams or animal fat correspond to 235
grams of sugar, to 235 grams of meat, to 228 grams of starchy
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material, to 255 grams of glucose, to 2r4 grams of casein.
However, these figures give absolutely no information on th\:
qualitative comparison of various food stuffs. They only give
the numerical equivalents.

Mr. Chauveau found that muscle which worked consume.J
only the glucose or the glycogene carried by the blood circcl
lation. From this the energetic value of a food should not be
measured according to its calorific power, that is to say, not
by the number of calories produced by its combustion in a
calorimeter, btlt rather by its yield in glucose. Here the
saccharose and starchy materials take the first rank. Chauvea,l
has calculated the isoglucosic equivalents corresponding to
roo grams of fat and that result one would compare with the
equivalent of Rubner cited above roo fat corresponding ~o

r53 grams of sugar, r6r grams of glucose and r46 grams uf
starch.

Lefevre has essayed to reconcile these two theories that
diverge somewhat. He conceded readily, admitting that all
organism which labors and which receives the fat transforms
this fat into glucose in absorbing 3:34 calories per roo grams
of fat and in forming r6r grams of glucose. This quantity of
glucose will give 480 calories by the combustion in the muscle
and there will remain r20 calories for the energy and the work,
a total of 9.34 calories. If one gives to the organism glucose
exclusively, all the calories wiII pass into work, since they
'will not have to undergo the preparatory transformatio.l.
Lefevre concludes that fat is a source of heat and sugar C!.

source of work.
Other conclusions might be drawn ·from the works 'f

Lefevre relative to the c1ig'estibility, that is to say, digestiv~

utilization of the various foods. Among them sugar holds the
first rank, being equal or superior to 96 per cent., and then
white bread, rice aue! mashed potatoes. Eggs and me.1t
occupy the sixth or seventh rank and milk the eighth.

All these concltlsions are very interesting. They fix in a
manner absolutely. scientific the basis of feeding in general
and the great value of sugar. The practical conclusion which
can only give excellent results will be the taking into account
and determining the rations of soldiers and horses in the
army. There the old errors still continue and very often th~

men and, the animals are fed, if not insufficiently, at least in a
manner scarcely hygienic. If we follow our ordinary tastes
we do not deceive ourselves.
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PROSPERlTY OF THE ISL\ND DISCLOSED BY TRADE STATISTICS.

Consul-General James L. Rodgers, of Habana, sends the
following resume of the commerce and industries of the Cuban
Republic for the year ended December 31, 1906 :

The loss in exportations, $6,252,948, or 6.01 per cent., "s
compared with the year 1~05. is attributed to the low pri ~e
of sugar, while the gain in importations, $3,048,103, or 3.10
per cent., is the direct result of the progr~ssion expressed by
new machinery, material, equipment, and supplies brought in
largely from the United States.
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$HS.175,'156
3,671.19~

676.620
1,513.125

1905.

$9S.330.·liS
3;905,471
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I
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COMJ\!IERCIAL CUBA.
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Ullited States .
GerJuauy .
Spaill. .
l·rance .
United Killg<!OIll .
Other American cOlilitrics .
OthcI EUfOl)call cOlllltdcs .
All other cOlllltrics .

Country

The trade of Cuba in the year 1906 up to the period of in
ternal difficulties, which resulted in American intervention in
September, had never been better, even when the low price
of sugars was taken into account. The acreage of both cane
and tobacco had been increased, general agriculture was ex
panding, the use of American goods of all kinds was increa.3
ing, and preparations were being made to develop trade and
commerce in numerous ways. Into this condition came the
chill of impending civil war, with its usual deterrent effect on
trade. However, the rapidity of the change fr0111 the con
stitutional to the provisional government left but little time
for the iun development of evil effect upon commerce, and
therefore there is comparatively little evidence of the same.
'1'here had been also but few natural causes for a poor financial
year, and therefore the result can be attributed to the natural
expansion of the country's interests. For even if the appare It
volume of trade was smaner, the gain was large in those things
which produce future benefits. The result of the year as com
pared with 1(j05 is expressed in the following official table,
the valUes being in American money:

Tolal. ..
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S7~.9.5u.992
95,330..175
SS,175.451
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$32,6.J.1.345
'14,569.m2
47,602,345

1904 ..
1905 .
1906 .

$S4,G2S.71O
31,i·li.~2~1

4S,(,19..'S~
57.228,291

TRAFFIC WiTH UNITED STATES.
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$13.329.·193
26.9.14.52'1
23,1161.6:?3
23,504.417
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Of the total importations, the United States furnished 45
per cent. in 1905 and 48 per cent. in 1906, while of the total
exportations the United 'States took 86 per cent. in 1905 all (1
g4 per cent. in 1906. The follo'wing table, showing the CO.1

stantly! increasing trade between the United States and Cuba,
is from an unof-ficial Cuban source, hut is apparently con-ed:

[The value of the imports from Cuha. as gi\"f~t1 by the Bureau oi Stat istics. for the
f:scal year cnding JUBe 3U. 1907. was $97 ..141,690. and oj tlw ex pOlls thereto, $·19,::)05,274.
-jJ. of M.l

The to~al Cuban customs revenue for 1906 was $25,09°,084,
and for 19°5, $25,258,0°5, a decrease of $167,921, which can be
attributed to thc failil.g off in the vahle of sugar exportation.

The great increase in the value of the Cuban trade in late
years has come from thc aug-mentation of her natural indus
tries, such as raw sugar, which in 1905 accounted for over 60
pcr cent. of the export values; tobacco and manufacturcs
thereof, which provided 26 per cent.; and agriculture, includ
ing fruit production, which made up pcrhaps 8 per cent. morc.
The importation account has bcen swell cd by such articlcs as
iron and stecl products, machinery of various kinds, pr)
visions, and many other staplcs, which all exprcss the e{fo~-t

of ncw capital entering a country in which material progre,·s
and increase in laboring population has begun. Manufactur
ing for export and local consumption, while of small moment
in the past, is also beginning to develop and with good promise
of success.

-----'-----'-------'''-------------

1090 .
1900 .
19IJ2 .
1903 .

Although the year 1906 c10es not show it in volume, the
effect of American intervention and the program of internal
improvemcnt inaug'ur<ltec1 thercunder will be plainly visible
in the 1907 stalistics ;:lI1d in those of the fiscal year 1906-7.
Under the promiscs of stability in present anc1 future affonl~cl

by. the American provisional governmcnt an era of marked im··
provcmcnt of private property immediatcly sct in, this beinS'
cvidenced in new machinery for sugar plants, cxtension Jf
railways in city and country, increase of stocks in mei·cantile
establishments, establishmcnt of ranches, creation of orchards,



and in additions to farm equipment. And perhaps great~r

than all was the importation of road-making equipment, this
being the result of the announced intention of expending SUIl,S

aggregating $13,000,000 upon the public highways. The cffed
of all this is being shown day by day in Cuba, and perhaps
never before has a more promising futurc been apparent. Of
the trade of the Republic, the United States has naturally the

·:ion's share, a;ld it can be added to proportionately if thcre is
a close obscrvance of Cuban dcmands in trade, by which i'
meant giving just as good packing, as good credits, and i~

good, if 110t bctter, values than any other country.
For the first six months of 1907 the duties collected at the

custom house of the port of Habana wcre $9,831,698, as com·
pared with $9/i68.009 for the simJ1ar period of 1906, in which
::here wcre no such cvents as a chang'cel government, strikes
at ports of destination of vessels, a practically complete su~~

jJcnsic'I1 of thc manufacturc of cigars, and various othcr un
toward incidcnts.
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KEY. HO~OLULU AGE~TS.

* Castle &: Cooke ············ ( )
** W. G. Irwin & Co (8)
*** , r. 1If. Dowsett (l)
x H. Hllekfeld & Co (9)
*x ...........................•... 1'. H. Dayies & Co ····· (8)
**x C. Drr\\'er lr.:, ro ···· (6)
x* AlexlInder & Baldwin · (G)
x* * 1". J\. Sc·hac(pr l':.:, Co ........•....... , .. (2)
x*x , H. 'Vllt('rh()u~e 'rrusl Co ·· (2)
tt lIind, Rolph 8:, Co ··.···(~)
xx ..............•................ Bishop & Co (1)

'1

I
I.

I'

'i

I
I

11)

: :1

Kilauea
Makaweli
Kealia
Lihue
Lihue
Koloa
Bleele
lIIakaweli
'Vaimcn.
Kekaha

Ilamaklln
Paauilo
Kukaiau
Paauilo
Ookala
Palwuloa
Hakalau
Honomu
Pepeekeo
Hilo
Hilo
Hilo
Hilo
Pahala
Naalehu
Koha1a
Kohala
Kukuihaclo
Uonokna
Olaa
Kapoho
Kohala
Kohala
S. Kohala
Kohala
Kohala

Lnhaina
Lahaina
'\'ailuku
Puunene
Paia
Kinahulu
Kihei

g\\':l

EWlL
\Vniallne
\Vaialua
Kahuku
\Vaimllllnln
\Vnipahu
AielL
Laic

POSTOFFICI·;.

T. S. Ka)· .
..Tohn lTin<l .
.Tno. C. S"arle .
RollI. Hal!. .
H. R. Bryant .

~T a111('S Gihh .
A. Lid~ate .
,T. 1If. I-I orner .
I,. "-[add"u .
W. (i. 'Valker .
C. l\leLp111lall ..•...•..
,T. 1If. l~oss .
'Ym. Pullal' .
,Tas. Webster .
.T. T. 1Ioir .
.T. .\. Sl'ott .
W. H. Campllel!. .
C. C. Kenncdr .
\Vm. G. Of.!~ ...•. "'"
Cllrl "'oltf'r:-- .
H. n. Renton .I,. E. 01<lin~ .
n. ForlH'!'\ .
K. S. Gjerdnnn. , .
.T. 'Yatt .

]\IANAGER.

G. ]<." Renton .. , . , .
G. F\ Renton. , .
ll'n'd !\'ren~l' , ,
W. 'V. Goodale .
J\nf11"('\\' Adams .. , .. , ,.
ft, Chalm(·r:::;. .. , . , , .
E. K. Bull .
.T. J\. IJo\\· , , • , .•••
S. E. 'Yoole~· .

*

-A••J.

*x
X

;l,X

~:*x

i,-X
-/"".-1:

**x
**x
'i:*x

Frank Scott .
x*x Ga:; & Rohinsnn .

G. H. Fair('hild .
x Ed. Broadhent. .
x P. 'Veller .
x P. j\It'J~anc .

*x \V. Stodart , .
x" B. D. Baldwin .
* .T. Fa!j~iOth ....•......•
x H. P. _'a)"e ... , .. , ....

x*x
.~

~l
11
*x
*x

x
*x

**x
**
*x
*

:x"k~"

x"'· *
xx

** Geo. Gihh ... , , ...
x L. Bal'khllUSen, , , , ,

**x C. B. 'Veils ..
x* II. P. Baldwin, .

H. A. Baldwin ..•.....
x ~\. Grol:s , .

x* James Scott. .

HAWAII.

Paauhau Sugar Plantation Co .
Hamakua lIlill Co .
Kukaiau Plantation .
Kulwiau ~[il1 Co ..•...............
Ookala Sugar Co ........•........
Laupahoehoe SUg'ar Co .
lIakalau Plantation .
Honomu ~ugar Co .. , .
Pe})('el\:('o Sugar Co .
Onomea Sugar Co .
Hilo Su~ltr Co .
Hawaii ~rill Co .. ,. ,., " .
'Vaiakea Mill Co , ..
Hawaiian Agricultural Co , , ..
Hutl'hinson Sugar Plantation Co .
l:nion Mill Co .
Kohala Sugar Co .
Padfie Su~ar l.lill. .
Honokaa Su~ar Co .
Olaa Sugar Co .
Puna Sug-ar Co .. , . , , ,
linlawn. }:llnntation , ,
Hawi Mill & Plantation .
Pnako Plantation .
?\iuli Su~ar Mill and Plantation .
Puakea Plantation .

KAUAI.

Kilauea Sugar Plantation Co .
Gay & Robinson , , , .
Mal,"e SUf!ar Co .
Gro\'e Farm Plantation .
Lihue Plantation Co , .
Koloa Sugar Co .........•........
1.lcBryde Sngar Co .
J-Iawaiian Sugar Co .. , , .•..•.
'Vaimen Sugar Mill Co ..•.........
Kekaha Sn~ar Co .

ISLAND AND NAMK

OAHU.

Apokaa Sugar Co .
Ewn Plantation Co .
'Vain nne Co ·····
'Vainlllll. Ag'l'ieultural Co ......•....
Kahuku Plantation Co .
'Vaimanalo Sugar Co , ..
Ollhu Sugar Co .
Honolulu Plantatiun Co .
Laic Plantation .

]\IAUI.

Olowaln Co .
Pioneer lIIi1l Co .
"rn iluku Sugar Co .
I-Inwniillll Commprcial & Sug-[l.l' Co..
J\fllUi Ag'ricultnral Co ~ .
Kipahnlu SUf!ar Co , .
Kihei Plantation Co .




